We study ideals in the computably enumerable Turing degrees, and their upper bounds. 
Introduction
Let (U, ≤, ∨) be an upper semilattice. A set I ⊆ U is an ideal if I is closed downwards, and I is closed under the join operation ∨. We study ideals in the c.e. Turing degrees. Our motivation is manifold. Firstly, collections of ideals form natural extensions of the degree structure. Secondly, some important degree classes are ideals, such as being half of a minimal pair in the c.e. degrees, or being the degree of a K -trivial set in the ∆ 0 2 degrees. The latter example shows that the notion of an ideal can be seen as an abstract framework for certain lowness properties, i.e. properties saying that a set is close to being computable.
An upper bound of an ideal I is a degree b such that I ⊆ [0, b]. Our leading question is the following:
Let I be a proper ideal with a certain type of effective presentation. What can we say about upper bounds of I?
It was motivated by the view of ideals as abstract lowness properties, for in that case one would expect upper bounds that are far from Turing complete. Indeed, we use a general result in this direction to show that some c.e. low 2 set is Turing above all the K -trivial sets. A further result enables us to answers a question of Calhoun [2] in the negative: there is no Σ 0 4 proper prime ideal in the c.e. degrees.
Terminology for ideals.
Fix an upper semilattice (U, ≤, ∨). The ideal generated by a set S ⊆ U consists of the elements of U that are below finite joins of elements in S. The set of ideals of U is a lattice, where the meet of I, J is the intersection, and the join is the ideal generated by I ∪ J. Thus, I ∨ J = {x ∈ U: ∃y ∈ I ∃z ∈ J [x ≤ y ∨ z]}. An ideal I is called proper if I ̸ = U. Each u ∈ U determines the idealû = {x: x ≤ u}, called a principal ideal. The map u →û is a usl embedding of U into its ideal lattice.
Describing ideals. There are two interrelated approaches for describing a certain ideal I in the c.e. degrees. Similar observations apply to the ∆ 0 2 degrees. (a) One can generate I by using a uniformly c.e. sequence; such an ideal is said to be uniformly generated. The class of uniformly generated ideals is closed under join in the lattice of ideals. Each Σ 0 3 ideal is uniformly generated by Yates [23] . Each uniformly generated ideal is Σ 0 4 . We will see that the converse implications fail.
Main results. By the Thickness Lemma (see [20] ) every proper uniformly generated ideal has an incomplete upper bound. We strengthen and vary this in several ways in order to address our leading question.
• Firstly, each proper Σ 0 4 ideal in the c.e. degrees has an incomplete upper bound (Theorem 2.1). This strengthens the Thickness Lemma result for uniformly generated ideals. The proof makes essential use of the fact that there is a high non-cuppable degree (see [11] ).
• Secondly, each proper Σ A summary of the results is given in Table 1 . This relies on some definitions. Recall that a set A is low if A
). An index for reduction procedures showing these properties is called a lowness index and a superlowness index of A, respectively. Definition 1.1. We say that a uniformly c.e. sequence of sets (A i ) is uniformly low if given an input e one can compute a lowness index for ⊕ i≤e A i ; it is uniformly superlow if from e one can compute a superlowness index for ⊕ i≤e A i . We will also apply these definitions to sequences of c.e. degrees.
Definability and global properties. In earlier investigations of ideals, researchers focused on definability, and on the global properties of ideal lattices. A few proper ideals are known to be first-order definable without parameters in the c.e. degrees. The classic examples are: the ideal of cappable degrees (i.e. the halves of minimal pairs), and its subideal, the non-cuppable degrees. Nies [14] showed that the ideal generated by a definable set is also definable. Applying this, Yu and Yang [24] found further examples, for instance, the ideal generated by the non-bounding degrees. It is still unknown whether infinitely many ideals are definable without parameters.
Nies [14] shows that the Σ 0 k ideals, for fixed k ≥ 7, are uniformly definable with parameters in the c.e. degrees. He also proves that the single ideal of non-cuppable degrees is definable in the ideal lattice, as well as in each lattice of Σ 0 k ideals, for fixed k ≥ 6: it is the infimum of all maximal ideals.
Prime ideals. Let U be an usl with least element 0. An ideal I ⊆ U is called a prime ideal if below any two elements of U − I there is a further element of U − I.
Calhoun [2] constructed a uniformly ∆ 0 5 sequence of incomparable prime ideals in the c.e. Turing degrees. There is no easy way to decrease the complexity in his construction. On the other hand, by [1] the cappable degrees form a prime ideal in the c.e. degrees. Schwarz [19] showed that this ideal is Π 0 4 complete. Prompted by this, Calhoun [2] Ideals and randomness. Recent interest in ideals of the c.e. degrees, or of the ∆ 0 2 degrees, stems from the discovery of natural ideals for these degree structures. They often arise via concepts related to randomness, a field full of surprising coincidence results for degree classes. Frequently, such results state in fact the coincidence of ideals.
For the following, we refer the reader to [17] for definitions. The K -trivial sets were introduced by Chaitin [3] . He proved that each K -trivial set is ∆ 0 2 , while Solovay [21] constructed a K -trivial set that is not computable. The K -trivial sets coincide with the sets that are low for ML-randomness, the sets that are low for K , and the bases for ML-randomness [15, 9] . In [5, 15] it is shown that the K -trivial sets induce an ideal K in the ∆ 0 2 degrees. Each K -trivial set is Turing (even truth-table) below a c.e. K -trivial set [15] . Thus, K is fully determined by its intersection with the c.e. degrees.
K -trivial sets are computationally weak. This intuition leads to several results on upper bounds of the ideal K. For example, Nies [16] showed that K does not have a low c.e. upper bound. On the other hand, Theorem 4.4 implies that K has a low 2 upper bound. Miller and Nies [12] asked whether there is a low upper bound at all for the K -trivial degrees. Kučera and Slaman [10] answered this question in the affirmative. They also gave a characterization of the ideals in the Turing degrees which have a low upper bound.
A further natural ideal in the c.e. degrees is the ideal S induced by the strongly jump traceable c.e. sets, introduced in [6] . The ideal S is a proper subideal of K by [4] . By [13] S is Π 0 4 complete. S coincides with the degrees of c.e. sets below all superlow ML-random sets, and also with the degrees of c.e. sets below all superhigh ML-random sets [18, 7] . Some Σ 0 3 ideals lie strictly between S and K. For instance, let Y be a superlow Martin-Loef random set, and let B be a c.e.
K -trivial set such that B ̸ ≤ T Y (see [17, Ex. 8.5 .25]). Then the c.e. sets Turing below Y induce an ideal as desired. However, currently no ''natural'' ideal is known to lie properly between S and K. A promising candidate is the ideal induced by the c.e. sets Turing below each of the a.e. dominating Martin-Loef random sets. This ideal is contained in K, and known to differ from S by [8] .
Some open questions on ideals.
The following questions are currently open, but not necessarily hard. A few further questions relating to particular results are scattered through the text. A c.e. degree h is called non-cuppable if h∨w < 0 ′ for all c.e. w < 0 ′ . By a result of Miller [11] there is a high non-cuppable c.e. degree h. The ideal generated by I ∪ {h} is proper. Hence, replacing I by this ideal if necessary, we may assume that I already contains the high degree h. Our proof combines techniques reminiscent of the Thickness Lemma [20] with the idea of using such a high member of the given ideal as to reduce the relative arithmetical complexity of its index set. Let I be the set of representatives of the degrees in I. Also, let (W e ) be an effective list of all the c.e. sets. Since I is Σ 0 4 , there exists a Π 0 3 relation P such that
Hence there exists a uniformly c.e. sequence of operators (V e,n ) such that W e ∈ I ⇐⇒ ∃n V H e,n = N and for all sets X and e, n ∈ N the set V X e,n is an initial segment of N. Let ⟨·, ·⟩ : N × N → N be a computable bijection such that ⟨e, n⟩ ≥ e, n for all e, n ∈ N.
In order to build B as desired, it suffices to meet the requirements
To make B Turing incomplete, it suffices to meet the requirements
This condition says that, if B is complete, then the ideal given by I is not proper. The sets W e i , i < k, will be the members of I that are coded into B through higher priority requirements. Here the priority ordering of the requirements is
To satisfy a requirement C ⟨e,n⟩ , we explicitly define a family of codes (c e, If W e ̸ ∈ I then merely a computable set is coded into B. Indeed, in this case V H e,n will be a finite set (an initial segment of N) so almost all markers will be either eventually permanently undefined or infinitely often defined on values that tend to infinity. By the rules that govern the movement and definition of the values of the markers c e,n (i), for each n ∈ N we can calculate a stage by which either n has been enumerated in B or no marker will ever take a value ≤n at any later stage. This shows that if W e ̸ ∈ I then the corresponding strategy enumerates a computable set in B. This feature will be crucial in meeting the N m requirements. 
We use the Lachlan hat trick (see [20] • c e,n (t)[s
Claim 1. Each requirement N m is met.
Only the finitely many coding strategies C ⟨e,n⟩ of higher priority than N m can enumerate into B and destroy computations Φ B m on arguments that are less than the current value of ℓ m . We say that a strategy C ⟨e,n⟩ is active if V H e,n = N. For the C ⟨e,n⟩ of higher priority than N m which are not active let t ⟨e,n⟩ ∈ N be least such that t ⟨e,n⟩ ̸ ∈ V H e,n . For these coding strategies C ⟨e,n⟩ and all t ≥ t ⟨e,n⟩ we have that either c e,n (t) is redefined infinitely often (to larger and larger values) or that at some point it remains permanently undefined. Let s 0 be a stage where W e t ⟨e,n⟩ has settled for each non-active higher priority coding • it belongs to an active coding strategy C ⟨e,n⟩ and c e,
• it belongs to a non-active coding strategy C ⟨e,n⟩ and t ≤ t ⟨e,n⟩ .
Notice that such a stage s has to exist. According to the strategies, Φ B m (n) will be preserved after s, thus giving the correct value of ∅ ′ (n). This shows Claim 1. Since I is a proper ideal it follows that for each m there is a least 
Bounds for uniformly low computably enumerable sequences
This section applies a technique of Robinson to exploit lowness of a c.e. set. In Definition 1.1 we defined uniformly (super)low c.e. sequences. 
Verification. By the recursion theorem and the properties of h, it is not hard to see that lim s g(e, s) exists for all e,
and L e is satisfied. In particular, the restraint imposed by L e reaches a finite limit. Therefore, each P e is satisfied.
(
ii) Suppose the sequence (A i ) is uniformly superlow. Then there is a computable function d such that, for all e, d(e) bounds the number of stages s such that h(e, s) ̸ = h(e, s + 1). Notice that the number of stages s such that g(e, s) ̸ = g(e, s + 1) is bounded by the number of stages s such that h(e, s) ̸ = h(e, s + 1). Therefore this number is now bounded by d(e).
Hence A is superlow. such that for each k, n we have
Every proper Σ
On the other hand, by the conventions on (Φ n ), if n ̸ ∈ Tot Recall that every Σ 0 3 ideal in the c.e. Turing degrees is uniformly generated by [23] . Moreover as explained in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we can assume that it is uniformly monotonic, without loss of generality. Now we apply Lemma 4.3.
We prove Lemma 4.3 by building an appropriate c.e. set B. We meet the coding requirements
We also meet requirements L e which together ensure that Tot
For each e, requirement L e will uniformly give a procedure for computing whether e is in Tot
We have a tree of strategies. The true path is ∆ 0 3 , and computes Tot B . At stage s we have an approximation δ s to the true path. Let ≼ denote the prefix relation amongst nodes on the tree. Given a node η, stage s is an η stage if s = 0 or η ≼ δ s .
Consider an L e strategy α and an R i strategy µ on the tree, such that α ≼ µ. Let Γ µ be the Turing functional built by µ and let the use function of a functional be denoted by the corresponding lower case Greek letter. as a Σ 0 3 statement. The strategy µ has a guess at a witness n for this statement. Thus µ only has to respect α when α * n ≼ µ for such a witness n.
We give some more detail. We write µ : R j to indicate that µ is an R j -strategy. Similarly for L e . The priority ordering of the requirements is R 0 , L 0 , R 1 , L 1 , . . .. The strategies µ : R j have only one outcome, namely 0. The strategies α : L e have outcomes 0 < 0 
Informally, this means that the φ B e (x) computations remain the same between stages t, s and thus we decide to preserve them. Note that, by the choice of (Y k ), if j is the largest index occurring in (4.1), Y j can decide which arguments x are α-good.
By the recursion theorem applied to an index for the construction and the fact that the Y k are uniformly low 2 , there is a uniformly c.e. sequence (S α,n ), where α ranges over the L strategies of the tree and n ∈ N, of initial segments of N such that
If α is an L e node, then an α-stage s is called α-expansionary if the largest initial segment of N where Φ B e is defined has increased since the last α-stage. A number is called large at stage s of the construction if it is larger than any number that was mentioned in stages < s of the construction.
Construction
At stage s > 0 determine δ s . At the end of this stage, initialize all strategies β which lie to the left of δ s (i.e. erase any computations that they have created). Suppose that we have determined η = δ s k, where k < s.
Case η : L e . Let α = η. Let t be the greatest α * ∞ stage less than s. If s is not expansionary, let δ s (n) = fin. Otherwise let σ be the least possible outcome of α such that one of the following holds:
• σ = n and |S α,n,s | > |S α,n,t |,
Case η : R i . Let µ = η. Let t < s be the greatest µ-stage. Also let k µ be the natural number coding the string µ.
(Coding into
µ (x) with large use.
Verification
Notice that by the definition of large use in Step 3 of the construction, only undefined computations are declared undefined in Step 1.
First, we show that there is a true path, namely a leftmost path TP such that δ s ≼ TP for infinitely many stages s. Suppose that α : L e and, inductively, there exist infinitely many s such that α ≼ δ s . Also suppose that α is the leftmost node with this property. We may suppose that there are infinitely many α * ∞ stages. Given two nodes ζ , η on the tree, we say that ζ ≤ L η if ζ is either to the left of η or extended by η. 
where t is the greatest α * ∞ stage less than s. We claim that α * z 
